EAGLE | GOLF KNOWLEDGE
VERSION A
PLAYer Name ____________________________________________________________________________Age/Grade ____________Date____________
Circle T (True) or F (False)
PLAYers may refer to The Rules of Golf to answer questions.
01| You may repair ball marks on the line of the putt, but not spike marks.

T/F

02| You may remove out-of-bounds stakes if they interfere with your stance or swing.

T/F

03| You may look in another PLAYer’s golf bag to determine which club was used for
his/her last stroke.

T/F

04| If your ball is not found within five minutes after you started searching for it,
it is a lost ball.

T/F

05| You are allowed to play a ball that is in a water hazard, but you cannot ground your
club when your ball is in the hazard.

T/F

06| You must re-drop the ball without penalty if the dropped ball rolls onto and comes to
rest on a putting green.

T/F

07| A competitor is responsible for the addition of scores on his/her scorecard.

T/F

08| A ball is unfit for play if mud sticks to it, and another ball may be substituted
without penalty.

T/F

09| You may remove a loose impediment on your line of putt either by picking it up or brushing T / F
it aside with your hand, club, or towel (provided you do not press anything down).
10| Loose impediments are natural objects such as stones, leaves, twigs and branches.

T/F

Multiple Choice (Circle only one answer.)
11| The state of a match is correctly expressed as ______________________________________________________.
(a) holes down and number of holes to play
(b) all square and number of holes to play
(c) number of strokes down
(d) none of the above
12| When you are dropping a ball, you must __________________________________________________________.
(a) stand erect
(b) hold arm out straight at shoulder height
(c) drop the ball
(d) all of the above
13| You must re-drop your ball when ________________________________________________________________.
(a) the ball rolls into and comes to rest more than two club-lengths from where it first struck the course
(b) the ball rolls into and comes to rest in a hazard
(c) the ball rolls and comes to rest nearer the hole than its origin, estimated position; nearest point of
relief; or point where it last crossed the margin of the water hazard.
(d) all of the above
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Multiple Choice (Circle only one answer.)
14| Which of the following are abnormal ground conditions?
(a) Ground under repair
(b) Casual water
(c) Divot
(d) Both a and b

15| A temporary accumulation of water is not casual water when it lies __________.
(a) through the green
(b) on the putting green
(c) in a water hazard
(d) in a bunker

Using the terms in the box to the right, place the letter in the blank that best defines
each item listed below:
16| Asphalt cart path

____________

(a) Movable obstruction

17| Irrigation control box

____________

(b) Immovable obstruction

18| Manufactured ice

____________

19| Snow and natural ice

____________

20| Sprinkler head

____________

21| Soda can

____________

22| Non-replaced divot

____________

23| Sand on the green

____________

(c) Loose impediment

24| Fallen tree branch when
not attached to tree
____________
25| Paper cup

____________

TOTAL SCORE:
(number of correct answers)

Successfully completed ■

Re-assess ■
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EAGLE | GOLF KNOWLEDGE
VERSION B
PLAYer Name ____________________________________________________________________________Age/Grade ____________Date____________
Circle T (True) or F (False)
PLAYers may refer to The Rules of Golf to answer questions.
01| You may stand out of bounds to play a ball lying within bounds.

T/F

02| A ball embedded in its own pitch mark in any closely mown area through the green
may be lifted, cleaned, and placed as near as possible to the spot where it lay,
but not nearer the hole.

T/F

03| If you ground your club in a sand bunker or water hazard, you will incur a
two stroke penalty.

T/F

04| You are not penalized if you take a practice swing and accidentally move the ball in play.

T/F

05| Without penalty, you may remove out-of-bounds stakes if they interfere with your
stance or swing.

T/F

06| You must re-drop the ball without penalty if the dropped ball rolls onto and comes to
rest on a putting green.

T/F

07| A ball is unfit for play if mud adheres to it and another ball may be substituted
without penalty.

T/F

08| Loose impediments are natural objects such as stones, leaves, twigs and branches
that are unattached to the tree.

T/F

09| A ball is lost if it is not found within five minutes after the PLAYer has begun to
search for it.

T/F

10| As long as it is replaced, you are not penalized if you move your ball while measuring
to determine which ball is farthest from the hole.

T/F

Multiple Choice (Circle only one answer.)
11| The state of the match is correctly expressed as ____________________________________.
(a) all square
(b) hole up and number of holes to play
(c) number of strokes down
(d) none of the above
12| When you are dropping a ball, you must __________________________________________________________.
(a) stand erect
(b) hold arm out straight at shoulder height
(c) drop the ball
(d) all of the above
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Multiple Choice (Circle only one answer.)
13| You must re-drop your ball when ________________________________________________________________.
(a) the ball rolls into and comes to rest in a hazard
(b) the ball rolls and comes to rest nearer the hole than its origin, estimated position; nearest point of
relief; or point where it last crossed the margin of the water hazard.
(c) the ball rolls into and comes to rest more than two club-lengths from where it first struck the course
(d) all of the above
14| Which of the following are abnormal ground conditions?
(a) Ground under repair
(b) A hole dug by a rabbit
(c) Divot
(d) Both a and b
15| A temporary accumulation of water is not casual water when it lies__________________________.
(a) through the green
(b) on the putting green
(c) in a water hazard
(d) in a bunker

Using the terms in the box to the right, place the letter in the blank that best defines
each item listed below:
(a) Movable obstruction
16| Asphalt cart path
____________
17| Sprinkler head

____________

18| Fallen tree branch when
not attached to a tree ____________
19| Snow and natural ice

____________

20| Irrigation control box

____________

21| Non-replaced divots

____________

22| Soda can

____________

23| Sand on the green

____________

24| Manufactured ice

____________

25| Paper cup

____________

(b) Immovable obstruction
(c) Loose impediment

TOTAL SCORE:
(number of correct answers)

Successfully completed ■

Re-assess ■
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